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This is the June 2012 issue of the DragonTale, a 

publication of The Barony of Selviergard of the 

Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). 

The DragonTale is available from Travis Abe-Thomas, 

PO Box 2254, Palmer, AK  99645. It is not a corporate 

publication of SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA, 

Inc. policies.  

Copyright © 2012 Society for Creative Anachronism, 

Inc. 

For information on reprinting photographs, articles, 

or artwork from this publication, please contact the 

Chronicler by e-mail to chronicler@selviergard.info  

who will assist you in contacting the original creator 

of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our 

contributors. 

Published monthly in electronic format, hard copies 

available by request. 

FROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONFROM THE BARONESSESSESSESS………… 

Greetings to the wondrous 

populace of the most beautiful 

Barony of Selviergard, the 

summer months have come to 

our bountiful lands.  Soon the 

salmon shall run rich in the 

plentiful rivers, moose getting fat 

on the new sprigs of green that 

now cover the once white lands, 

and the bears have now come 

out of their long winter sleep.  

The winter has been hard but The winter has been hard but now it is time to revel in long lasting 

days.  Coronet shall soon be upon us, so let us go and test our 

mettle against the one who shall at the end of the day be crowned 

Prince or Princess.  Let those who do not fight go to give praises to 

each worthy and honorable warrior that is willing to set foot on 

the fighting field. 

I would like to give my thanks to Halfdan for his organizing of the 

Pas d’ Armes.  Eleven true and noble fighters entered the list to 

fight for the right to be recognized as one of the Nine Worthies, 

which was extended to eleven Worthies so that each fighter could 

be recognized for the gallant combat that was done on the field.  

And though there were only three rapier fighters brave enough to 

vie for Alayrn’s Offensive Cup, the fighting was done in four rounds 

of rollicking fun and bantering.  It was a great time had by all that 

attended. 

Please take time to go to events put on by our neighbors to the 

North and South.  Eskalya is doing the demo once again at Three 

Barons Faire, if you can help please do as I shall be attending to 

lend my hand and skills.  Prepare also for  Baroness Champion that 

will be coming up in August. Be aware as we are out camping at 

these summer events, that we share these lands with moose and 

bear.  Keep all food locked up and out of tents, we do not need 

people waking up to Two Bears feasting on left out food in a tent. 

Banbharun E’ta’in 

 

3for1the1fun1of1it3 

3for1the1fun1of1it3 

Next Baronial Business Meeting: Noon on Saturday, June 

23rd at Wonderland Park in Wasilla 
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barrier and many other challenges were given and 
accepted. After the Worthies were decided, the 
combatants were each called forward to be given a 
new name for the duration of the event; names 
steeped in history and romance; the names of the 
Nine Worthies. However, because all of the fighters 
on the field that day showed virtues in excess, two 
more names were added to the list so that all 
fighters could be recognized and honored for their 
virtues. 
 
To chronicle the deeds of the fighters that day; 
herein follows the list of the combatant and the 
Worthy that they represented; so that all may know 
of the virtue they best represented that day. 
 
* For his noble behavior, the Gallery named Kenneth 
Haldane as Hector. 
 
* For patronage to the horn of Truth, the Gallery 
named Barak the Hunter as Joshua. 
 
* For purity, the Gallery declared that Thorofir 
Knutson be known as David. 
 
* As Judas Maccabeus was known for his loyalty, the 
Gallery did choose Brann mac Finnchad. 
 
* For the virtue of generosity, the Gallery named 
Cunnehilde as Alexander. 
 
* As Caesar was known for his prowess on the field, 
so to did the Gallery chose Sir Rurik Varyag to share 
his name. 
 
* For justice, Canute Mjoksiglandi was named as 
Charlemagne. 
 
* For the virtue of humility, the Gallery named 
Lamarak as Arthur. 
 
* For his faith, the Gallery deemed Thorston of the 
Mists to be called Godfrey de Bouillon. 
 
* For her ability to get things done quickly, Lila of 

Sheep Rock was called Judith. 

SELVIERGARD PAS D'ARMES:  THE WORTHIESSELVIERGARD PAS D'ARMES:  THE WORTHIESSELVIERGARD PAS D'ARMES:  THE WORTHIESSELVIERGARD PAS D'ARMES:  THE WORTHIES    

EVENT REPORT 

The celebrants of the Spring Pas d'Armes, held 
amongst the majestic beauty of the lands of 
Selviergard, beheld many acts of chivalry, prowess, 
and nobility last weekend. I would like to take a 
moment to describe the event and chronicle a small 
portion of the deeds done last weekend. To expound 
on the chivalric virtues of each and every fighter, 
their Inspirations, and those who attended the event 
would take up many pages containing many large 
words; and as such, a simple missive will have to 
suffice for now. 
 
Eleven fighters fought in the Pas d'Armes; a display 
of chivalry that awarded no prizes but showcased 
each combatants prowess and noble virtues to each 
other and the Gallery. The first part of the Pas had 
those armored gentles come forward and introduce 
themselves so that their names and reasons for 
attending the Pas were well known. From there, the 
fighters took time to challenge one another for the 
First Pass. From there, the Second Pass featured a 
grand melee combat in which the fighters used but a 
single knightly sword; a Pass that was both fun to 
watch and beautiful to behold.  
 
After the grand melee, a barrier was erected in 
which teams of fighters performed knightly battle 
over; never stepping back from the barrier and using 
counted blows for a time.  
 

 
Members of House Schlagen defend the barrier during the 

Barrier Battle Pass of the Selviergard Spring Pas d'Armes. 

From there, the Gallery discussed the noble merits 

of each fighter on the field; during which time Sir 

Varyag challenged the fighters to combat over the CONTINUED ON PAGE 3… 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

venerable cup for the coming year. 
 
The first fight was a duel, and with pistols aimed 
carefully they started the attack. From there, the 
barrier was brought over and there proceeded a 
great flurry of dagger whilst the other hand held 
firmly to the blockade. Then came the combatants 
choice of weapons while the wall was still firmly in 
place, and lastly, a grand melee ensued. In the end, 
it was Baroness E'ta'in who won the cherished Cup, 
much to the applause of the other two. 
 

 
Part of a dagger fight over a barrier between Baroness E'ta'in 

and Lord Kenneth Haldane on Sunday at the Pas d'Armes. 

 
As an interesting side note, throughout the 
tournament the fighters discussed (in heavy accents 
of their homelands) the ownership of sheep, the 
ownership of the fence, and the placement of said 
fence in the middle of disputed property lines. With 
as much verbal action as sword; the fighters 
gracefully dueled each the other. This show of 
persona was the most entertaining in which this 
chronicler of histories has ever experienced and 
made the tournament that much more memorable. 
 
As the weight of running such a grand Pas d'Armes 
was on my shoulders, there are several good gentles 
which helped carry that weight to ensure that the 
event was a spectacularly successful one. I would 
like to thank Baroness E'ta'in, Mistress Alicianne, 
Brann mac Finnchad, and Crusillius for their help 
before, during, and after the event. I would also like 
to thank those who camped the weekend with me; 
getting to know each and every one of you better 
was, perhaps, the greatest reward for me that 
weekend. To those who were able to attend, thank 
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* For exhibiting ferocity on the field, as Hippolta was 

known for, the Gallery wished that Crusillius be 

known as well. 

After the Worthies were made known; there 
commenced a great battle of the Worthies; this time 
with any weapon they so desired. The battle lasted 
for a good time in which the skills and virtues were, 
again, expressed in their fullness. From here, 
another grand melee took place in honor of the 
motto of the people of the land the Pas d'Armes was 
held, "For the Fun of It". However, for that last great 
battle, the combatants were split into teams and had 
to beg the Princess of the Snows for permission to 
return to the fray. 
 
At the conclusion of the Pas; the Baroness of 
Selviergard had words in which to extoll upon those 
Worthies. Additionally, Heleyne, Princess of Oertha 
had high regards of the fights that day and made her 
thoughts known to the fighters. Before the formal 
conclusion of the Pas, I made it known to the 
fighters that I, a humble historian, would record 
their deeds so that future generations may look 
upon that day in amazement and wonder and, 
perhaps, inspire generation of fighters to come. 
 

 
The Worthies are presented to the attending populace. 

On Sunday, three fighters of the rapier persuasion 

took the field. However, this battle was an actual 

tournament in which each rapier fighter took to the 

battleground in hopes of winning a most coveted 

prize; the fabled Alaryn Offensive Cup. Baroness 

E'ta'in, Brann mac Finnchad, and Kenneth Haldane 

took to the field several times in different scenarios 

to see who would possess the honored and 

EVENT REPORT; CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2… 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4… 



CALENDAR CALENDAR CALENDAR CALENDAR     

OF EVENTSOF EVENTSOF EVENTSOF EVENTS    

_______________________ 
 

Three Baron's Faire Demo 
June 2 - 3 & June 9 - 10 

Barony of Eskalya 
_______________________ 

 
Festival of William the Marshal 

June 16 
Barony of Eskalya 

_______________________ 
 

See the Sea 
June 29 - July 1 

Shire of Pavlok Gorod 
_______________________ 

 
Oerthan Summer Coronet 

July 20-22 
Host:  Barony of Selviergard 
_______________________ 

 

A full calendar can be found on the 

Oerthan website:  oertha.westkingdom.org 
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A Note for all Autocrats… 

Please make sure to send a copy of your event 
information to your local web minister and the 

Principality web minister to ensure that your event 
is properly advertised on the websites.  These 

courtesy copies; in addition to sending them to the 
various chroniclers, should be in addition to 
postings on the various e-mail group lists. 

Autocrats are encouraged to post upcoming event 
information on the Baronial Facebook page as well.  

If you need help, please contact the Chronicler. 

Editor 

you, for without traversing the land of Oertha; the 
event would not have taken place. 
 
There were a number of lost and found items from 
the event; many of which I am aware of the original 
owner. However, some items are not known to me. 
If you have lost something from the event, please 
send me missive in which I may strive to return your 
lost possessions. 
 
As I look back upon my words, carefully chosen and 
written out legibly so that all may be able to read it, I 
find myself in dire fear of boring you, the gentle 
reader. I will closes shortly, but would add one final 
thought on the days of that event: It was fun! 
 
In Service, 
Halfdan "Two Bears" Ozurrson 
 

The pictures included in this article can be found on the 

Selviergard Facebook page with many others from this 

event.  They will be added to the baronial website soon. 

EVENT REPORT; CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3… 
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BRÁNN'S LOREM IPSUMBRÁNN'S LOREM IPSUMBRÁNN'S LOREM IPSUMBRÁNN'S LOREM IPSUM    

A collection of strange and wondrous links 

 

Persian Clothing in the 16th Century 

An article over viewing Persian clothing based on 

miniatures and a few extant pieces. 

 

A Continuous Thread 

Flax spinning in ancient Egypt. 

 

Textiles from Naqlun, 1999 

Textiles found from Naqlun find in Egypt.  Includes 

samples of the decorations, and some information on the 

clothing worn. 

 The Wonderful Bulbous Bazo, Revisited 

An article and instructions on making this piece of Italian 

headwear. 

 

Women's Head-coverings in North-Western Europe 

in the Viking Age 

An article by Brigiða Vadesbana on veils, headbands, 

Dublin caps, and dystuffs. 

The Mastermyr Find 

A Viking Age tool chest from Gotland by Greta Arwidsson 

and Gosta Berg. 

From Flax to Linen 

Experiments with flax at Ribe Viking Centre 

Byzantine Belt Ornaments of the 7th and 8th 

Centuries in Avar Contexts 

A paper analyzing the connection between Byzantine and 

Avar belt ornaments.  There are a number of nice 

sketches of the ornaments. 

Zibellini: Pictures and Information 

A late period Italian fashion accessory; made of dead 

martin (often jeweled). 

Making Anglo-Saxon Garb 

An article written by Pierre de Montereau. 

 

Clothing in Quattrocento Florence 

An overview of Italian Renaissance clothing covering all 

the layers.  Written by Signora Giuiliana Salviati. 

 

 

FESTIVAL OF WILLIAM THE FESTIVAL OF WILLIAM THE FESTIVAL OF WILLIAM THE FESTIVAL OF WILLIAM THE 

MARSHALMARSHALMARSHALMARSHAL    

June 16, 2012 

Barony of Eskalya (Anchorage, Alaska) 

The Barony of Eskalya invites its friends near and far 
to celebrate the life and times of the William the 
Marshal (1147 – 1219), the greatest knight of his 
age. There will be games, food, perhaps dancing and 
a class or two, and, of course, armored and rapier 
tournaments in the Marshal’s honor. Bring your 
current arts and sciences projects to display and 
discuss, or be inspired by the projects others are 
working on. So break out your bliauts and join us to 
celebrate this man of renown!  

Supper will be by potluck feast with meat and bread 
provided. 

Please be aware that there may not be a lifeguard on 
duty at the lake and children should be discouraged 
from playing in it.  

Site Information: Goose Lake Park (3220 East 
Northern Lights Boulevard Anchorage, Alaska 
99508), site opens at 10:00 AM and closes at 8:00 
PM.  

Site Fees:  $8 for adults and teens over the age of 
15, $5 for children and teens 5 to 15 and children 
under the age of 5 years old free, $5 NMS for non-
Members. Please make checks payable to "SCA, Inc.- 
Barony of Eskalya" 

Event Stewards: Alienor FitzHenry (Nicole Putnam) 
and Cynehild Cynesigesdohtor (Claire Knudsen-Latta) 

Directions: Take Northern Lights Blvd in either 
direction and turn at the T-intersection with UAA 
Dr., which is between Bragaw St. and Lake Otis 
Pkwy. Take an immediate left on to the Goose Lake 
Park access road and park in the far parking lot. We 
are using the softball fields and pavilion at the back 
of the park. 
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THE SELVIERGARD CHARTERTHE SELVIERGARD CHARTERTHE SELVIERGARD CHARTERTHE SELVIERGARD CHARTER 

The proposed changes to the Selviergard Charter 

were voted on at the Baronial business meeting held 

on May 20th at the Spring Pas d'Armes event and 

passed by those members present.  The Selviergard 

Charter is presented herein in accordance with 

Section IX of The Charter. 

Being the desire of the Populace of the Incipient 
Barony of Selviergard to codify our traditions, our 
territorial boundaries, and the requirements of 
office, we do hereby ordain and establish this 
charter, subject to the approval of the Board of 
Directors, the Kingdom Seneschal of the West, and 
the pleasure of Their Majesties. 
 

I. The Populace 

The Populace of Selviergard shall be defined as those 
gentlefolk who participate in the activities of the 
Barony of Selveirgard. 
 
A Resident shall be a as a member of the Populace 
who holds a mailing address within the borders of 
the Barony of Selviergard. 
 
Every member of the Populace has the right to be 
treated with courtesy and respect. 
 
Any member of the Populace may bear the Populace 
Badge of the Barony of Selviergard, which was 
formerly the Device of the Canton of Inbhir na 
d'Abhann, on a shield, banner, garment, or other 
appropriate fashion. 
 
II. Territory 

The territory of the Barony of Selviergard shall be 
defined as those lands within the boundaries of the 
Mat-Su Borough and the Copper River delta. These 
lands are associated with the following postal zip 
codes: 
 
99567, 99576, 99574, 99577, 99588, 99645, 99646, 
99652, 99654, 99674, 99676, 99683, 99686, 99687, 
99688, 99694 
 
This list will be updated annually and sent to 
Kingdom with the year-end report. 
 
III. The Baronial Coronet 

The Baronial Coronet shall be defined as the 

terretorial 

Baron and/or Baroness appointed by the Crown of 
the West. 
 

A. Territorial Baron and/or Baroness 

Territorial Barons and Baronesses are the 
representatives of the Crown in their Barony. Upon 
their investiture, they are confirmed as the Baron or 
Baroness by the Crown. Founding Barons and 
Baronesses may be styled as "Founding Baron/ess 
Selviergard." 
 
The term of the territorial Baron and/or Baroness 
shall be no longer than three (3) consecutive years. 
Barons and Baronesses may serve consecutive terms 
with the acclaim of the populace. 
 
The poll of confidence from the populace will be 
conducted by the Kingdom Seneschal's office, in the 
same manner as a polling for a new Baronial 
Coronet, except that only the incumbent's name(s) 
will appear on the polling form. If the Crown feels 
that support for the incumbent is insufficient, the 
Crown will instruct the Baronial Seneschal to begin 
the polling process for a replacement. 
 
All Territorial Barons and Baronesses serve at the 
pleasure of the Crown. Any Territorial Baron or 
Baroness may be removed from office during their 
tenure by the Crown, after soliciting a written poll of 
confidence from the populace of the Barony. 
 

B. Selection and Polling for Territorial Barons and 

Baronesses 

The members of the populace of Selviergard will 
develop a list of candidates through nomination and 
acceptance, and deliver that list to the Baronial 
Seneschal. 
 
In order to be considered for nomination, all 
candidates must submit an SCA resume and a letter 
to the populace to formally introduce themselves 
and to explain what they hope to accomplish as 
Baron/Baroness during their reign. 
 
No polling will be conducted with less than two 
candidates, with the exception of polls of 
confidence, without express written permission of 
the Crown and Kingdom Seneschal. 
 CONTINUED ON PAGE 7… 
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The Baronial Seneschal will deliver a polling form to 
each Sustaining member of the populace. The non-
Sustaining members may send their written opinions 
to the Baronial Seneschal at their own discretion. 
The Baronial Seneschal shall keep a list of all 
members receiving the polling form, and forward it 
to the Principality Seneschal, so that the polling may 
be validated. 
 
The date of polling will be announced in the Barony’s 
newsletter, The Dragon Tale, the electronic mailing 
list, and the baronial website. 
 
The completed polling forms and individual response 
shall be sent directly to the Principality Seneschal for 
recording and to protect the privacy of the individual 
respondents. 
 
Polling forms and individual responses must be 
completed in a legible fashion, containing both legal 
and society signatures or an electronic equivalent 
when returned to the Principality Seneschal to 
ensure validation. Unsigned polling forms shall not 
be counted. 
 

C. Awards 

It shall be the responsibility of Territorial Barons 
and/or Baronesses to recognize those of the Barony 
of Selviergard who are deserving of Baronial Awards. 
The Baron and/or Baroness shall also recommend to 
the Crown and Coronet whose members of the 
Barony of Selviergard who are deserving of Kingdom 
or Principality recognition. 
 
D. Membership 

The Territorial Baron and/or Baroness of Selviergard 
must be paid members of the SCA for the duration of 
their tenure. 
 

E. Residence 

The Territorial Baron and/or Baroness of Selviergard 
must reside within the boundaries of Selviergard for 
the duration of their tenure. 
 
F. Roles and Duties of the Baron and Baroness 

The Baron/Baroness of Selviergard reign in the name 
of the Crown of the West, and in accordance with 
the Bylaws and Corpora of the Society for Creative 
Anachronism, Inc. They are the ceremonial 
figureheads of the Barony of Selviergard, and may, 
at their pleasure, reward members of the Populace 

CHARTER; CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6… at their pleasure, reward members of the Populace 
with any of the Baronial Awards, select Baronial 
Champions and Notables. 
 
The duties of the Baron and/or Baroness of 
Selviergard shall be: 
 
1. The Baron and/or Baroness shall be in attendance 
at all Baronial Meetings. 
 
2. They may appoint Ambassadors or other 
ceremonial positions. 
 
3. They will make brief written reports to each new 
Crown and Coronet upon the occasion of the 
Coronation or Investiture, concerning the state of 
the Barony, and make those reports available to the 
Populace. 
 
4. They will make every reasonable attempt to 
attend Principality Coronet Tourney and Investitures, 
and swear fealty to the Coronets of Oertha. 
 
5. They may not hold any Greater Officer position 
within the Barony of Selviergard, but may hold 
deputy or Lesser Officer positions. 
 
6. They may not perform any duty at a Baronial 
Event that would hamper the performance of their 
duties as the Baronial Coronet of Selviergard. 
 
7. They must swear fealty to the Crown of the West 
on behalf of the Barony of Selviergard. 
 
8. They may not, as the Baronial Coronet, swear 
fealty to any other individual. 
 
9. They may form treaties and alliances with other 
local groups during times of war. 
 
IV. Meetings of the Populace of Selviergard 

The Seneschal of duly appointed representative shall 
convene a meeting of the Selviergard populace at 
least once every quarter (or as determined by the 
needs of the barony). The purpose of this meeting is 
to conduct routine business, and to monitor the 
progress of key projects and activities. The site shall 
be determined in advance and published in the 
newsletter and on the baronial website and e-list. 
 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8… 
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CHARTER; CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7… 

The Populace and other interested parties are 
welcome and encouraged to attend the business 
meetings. They may enter freely into all discussions 
of any manner brought before the meeting. Under 
no circumstances will the meeting be tape-recorded, 
however, notes will be taken and preserved for 
future reference. 
 
On matters requiring a vote, each officer, including 
the Baron and/or Baroness, shall have one vote. In 
cases where a member of the Populace holds more 
than one office, he or she will have only one vote. 
No person may have more than one vote. Officers 
unable to attend the meeting may send a written 
statement of their opinion to the Seneschal, prior to 
the meeting. No proxy votes will be taken for routine 
matters of business. 
 
Seneschal for any cantons or other groups under the 
protection of the Barony of Selviergard shall be 
considered voting officers. 
 
Informal pollings of opinion may be conducted as 
necessary, by the Seneschal, by use of the 
newsletter, the website, the e-list, or other 
appropriate means. 
 
It shall be the responsibility of the Seneschal and the 
other Baronial Officers to indicate if any business 
may be in violation of mundane law, Principality 
Law, Kingdom Law, or Corpora policy. These matters 
will be fully investigated and a report given, citing 
specific example and references, before the matter 
may proceed. 
 
If a polling or business matter is later discovered to 
be against mundane law, Principality Law, Kingdom 
Law or Corpora, it will be recalled immediately. 
 
V. Baronial Officers 

The Barony of Selviergard shall maintain a complete 
slate of Baronial Officers, as required by Corpora and 
Kingdom Law. 
 
The Baronial Officers are responsible to their 
Principality and Kingdom superiors for all functions 
of their office, as directed by Corpora, Kingdom Law 
and Principality Law. This includes obtaining and 
maintaining their Warrant of Office, and training, 
maintaining, and warranting suitable deputies. 
 

VI. Baronial Awards 

The Barony of Selviergard may, at its discretion, and 
with the blessing of the Crown of the West, devise 
awards for the recognition of the good works of the 
Populace. These awards may be given at the 
pleasure of the Baron and/or Baroness. 
 
All members of the Populace are encouraged to 
recommend to the Baronial Coronets those worthy 
individuals who are deserving of such recognition. 
Written recommendations that cite specific 
examples, or which document activities are most 
welcome. Petitions are also effective, as a 
coordinated effort to recognize those deserving of 
notice. 
 
As baronial Awards are devised and approved by the 
Crown and the College of Heralds, they shall be 
added to this Charter as Amendments by an 
affirming poll of the Populace. 
 

VII. Disbursal of Funds 

Baronial funds are disbursed according to the 
Procedures found in the Exchequer’s Manual and 
Kingdom Law. 
 

VIII. Grievance Policy 

All members of the barony of Selviergard are 
encouraged to settle their differences between 
themselves and any other member of the Populace 
in a chivalrous and responsible manner. 
 
The Grievance Procedure, as outlined in The 
Channels for Complaint and Appeal for the Kingdom 
of the West, is the preferred method of conflict 
resolution in the Barony of Selviergard. 
 

IX. Amending the Charter 

Any member of the Populace may, at any Baronial 
Meeting, propose amendments to this Charter. In 
accordance with polling procedures, the proposed 
amendment will be published in the Dragon Tale 
(the Baronial newsletter), along with the date of the 
meeting at which the poll will be conducted. The 
amendment will be considered to have passed if a 
two-thirds majority of the Populace members 
present vote in its favor. The passed Amendment 
will then be forwarded on to the Kingdom Seneschal, 
and if approved by that Office and the Crown of the 
West, be printed in the next available issue of the 
Dragon Tale. 
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FIGHTER PRACTICE FIGHTER PRACTICE FIGHTER PRACTICE FIGHTER PRACTICE 

CALENDARCALENDARCALENDARCALENDAR    

Barony of Selviergard 

The Heavy Fighter practices take place at the 

Wonderland Park in Wasilla starting around 1PM.  

The practice can be found on the west side of the 

Park, on the corner of Webner and Nelson streets.  

Please direct questions regarding Heavy Fighter 

practice to the baronial marshal at 

marshall@selviergard.info.  Any changes will be 

posted to various forums as soon as they are known. 

JUNE 2, 9, 16, 23, 30 

JULY 7, 14, 28 

AUGUST 4, 25 

SEPTEMBER 1, 15, 22, 29 

 

OERTHAN SUMMER OERTHAN SUMMER OERTHAN SUMMER OERTHAN SUMMER 

CORONETCORONETCORONETCORONET    
July 20-22, 2012 

Their Highnesses Taran and Heleyne, Prince and Princess 

of Oertha, welcome one and all to bear witness to Their 

Coronet Tournament and the selection of Their heirs by 

right of combat on July 21st and Their Investiture on July 

22nd. There will be a Roses Tourney for Heavy and Rapier 

after Their heirs have been selected.  

A&S Contest: Best travel container, documentation 
encouraged. This includes, but is not limited to, tourney 
boxes, tote bags, pouches, jewelry chests, sewing boxes, 
scribal cases, etc.  

Royal Whims: Prince Taran’s Whim: Celtic/Norse Knot 
Work in any mode and Prince Heleyne’s Whim: Viking 
Stitches in any mode.  

To celebrate his recent Knighthood Sir Varyag will hold a 
Symbel Saturday evening. A ribbon roses class will 
commence (taught by Rouva Ellisif a Reikiavik). If you’re 
interested in learning how to make these traditional 
Oerthan roses please bring the following supplies: 1½” 
wide ribbon, floral wire, tape and leaves and needle and 
thread.  

Please be reminded that this is bear country! All food and 
beverages not intended for immediate consumption 
should be kept in hard sided vehicles, no exceptions! For 
safety please keep a clean camp and a close eye on 
children at all times.  

There will be no food provided so please plan accordingly. 
If you wish to participate a potluck feast is planned for 
Saturday evening.  

Our site rental includes use of the group camp area. If you 
wish to camp in an individual campsite there is a 
$15/night rental fee. Limited site reservations are 
available through the Lifetime Adventures website at 
www.lifetimeadventures.net/campgrounds/html. Also, if 
you park in the campgrounds day use parking area there is 
a $5 parking fee. 

Site Information: Eagle River Campground / Hesterberg 
Road / Eagle River, AK 99577. Site fee $15 adults ($5 
NMS), $5 children 5 to 15, children under 5 free, family 
cap $50. Please make checks payable to “SCA, Inc.-
Principality of Oertha”. Site opens at 12 noon Friday and 
closes at 6pm Sunday. Site is discretely wet.  

Autocrat: Trava Zapadova (Trava Ridlon) 

Join the Barony of Selviergard on 

Facebook and keep updated 

with us! 

Barony of Selviergard 
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At the Eskalyan Baronial Changeover, I had been asked by Her 

Excellency Elspeth to recount a beloved tale of hers.  Per the 

request of several individuals, I present it here now so that others 

may enjoy.  It is important to note that this work is not my own 

but was gleaned from a  performance by John Branyan.   

--Halfdan 

 
In time past tho not long ago, there lived pigs, in 
stature little and in number three; who being of an 
age, both entitled and inspired to seek their fortunes 
did set about to do so thusly.   
 
When they has traveled a distance, the pig 
numbered the first did speak saying “Harken 
brothers and heed this tempestuous realm.  Tarry we 
long from hearth and home, we shall fair, I fear 
(snort) not well." 
 
And so being collectively agreed but individually 
impelled, the diminutive swine did set about each to 
erect for himself an abode.  Pig numbered one did 
construct his own of straw; pig numbered two did 
likewise tho rather not from straw but instead from 
sticks.  Meanwhile unique in his imaginings, pig 
numbered three did erect his domicile stalwart and 
garish, a structure made of brick entirely. 
 
Soon there happened along, as is frequently the 
scenario in classic tale of protagonist pig or red 
hooded child -- a wolf.  Carnivorous nature in full 
season, he called out to the straw ensconced swine 
saying “Pray thee little pig, grant me entrance”.  But 
pig numbered one recalled, with sage foreboding, 
that he be mad who trusts in the tameness of a belly 
pinched wolf, and responded immediately “Nay, it 
should not be indeed.  Not by wit of whiskered 
jowl!” 
 
Prepared for this most expected response, the wolf 
responded immediately, “Then steel thy self, little 
pig, forthwith shall I endeavor, by employing means 
of both huffing and puffing, to dismantle yon flaxen 
fortress."  Whereupon there issued forth from the 
wolf an exhale of gale proportions that quickly 
rendered said straw hovel to dregs and dross and 
carried it aloft; piglet and shattered quarters both. 
 
Exposed now to claw and fang, piglet one made 
haste out in dismay “Well, this knocks my knickers!.  

haste, wolf in pursuit, to the stick festooned sanctum 
of peccary secondary; causing pig numbered two to 
cry out in dismay “Well, this knocks my knickers!.  
The marshaling of feral wolf to my doorstep is no 
where among those endeavors amenable or 
congenial.”  
 
“A thousand pardons” squeaked number one, 
“t'would seem that the beast's baleful breath has rid 
me of both home and sound judgment alike.” 
 
The mighty maelstrom of the wolf's exhale 
splattered the second swine's shack and shortened 
his sanctimonious scolding simultaneously.  "Lo and 
behold,” squealed two, “stand we now amid wooden 
wreckage, tremulous and vulnerable with nary a 
strategy for issuing from the canine devourer 
looming in deadly proximity.” 
 
“Strategy?!” squealed one. “What is noble to 
contemplate tactical particularities, pressed as we 
are with a  time restraint forbidding detail, strategical 
conversations?  I would urge we RUN!”  (wee wee 
wee wee wee wee) 
 
Whether by their own fleet footed competence or 
the wolf's windless attitude, the diminutive swine 
arrived at their ultimate kindred neighbor's 
inexpoundable brick egress unscathed.  Upon the 
third pig's door with urgent hooves, they pounded 
calling out “Unbar this entrance and with haste!  We 
beseech thee!” 
 
The third pig hailed from the American colonies and 
possessing a vocabulary substantially less than his 
impromptu visitors, replied “Say what?” 
 
“Seek we sanctuary” they implored, on the verge of 
hysteria “lest we fall forthwith to the ravenous 
appetency of yonder approaching carnivore.” 
 
Still confounded by the reportant words, pig three 
did render ajar his portal, whereupon pigs one and 
two spilled through and collapsed beyond the 
threshold enervated.  “So y'all just wanted to come 
in? You could have said that”. 
 

SHAKESPEARE'S THREE DIMINUTIVE SWINE: SHAKESPEARE'S THREE DIMINUTIVE SWINE: SHAKESPEARE'S THREE DIMINUTIVE SWINE: SHAKESPEARE'S THREE DIMINUTIVE SWINE:     
A TRAGEDY IN FOUR PARTS 

CONTINUED ON LAST PAGE… 
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Hauoc and Mina 

King and Queen of the West 

crown@westkingdom.org 

 

Taran and Heleyne 

Prince and Princess of Oertha 

oerthancoronets@yahoo.com 

 

Fathir and E'ta'in 

Baron and Baroness of Selviergard 

baronage@selviergard.info 

 

BARONIAL OFFICERS 
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Bránn mac Finnchad 
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Rolynnda of the Azure Stone 

chatelaine@selviergard.info 

Chronicler 

Halfdan "Two Bears" Ôzurson 

chronicler@selviergard.info 

Constable 

Adelicia of York 
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Exchequer (ACTING) 
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exchequer@selviergard.info 

Herald 
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The sinister hist of the  wolf could once again be 
heard outside.  “Pray thee, pigs, grant me entrance.”   
 
“THE WOLF!” said one and two.   
 
“Wolf?” queried three, “what do you suppose he 
wants?”    
 
“He seeks to gain purchase within and indeed, would 
occupy this very alcove were he afforded the most 
meager  of opportunities!” 
 
"Right.  I am just going to go ask him what he wants”   
 
“Under no circumstance” squealed two, flinging 
himself bodily against the portal.  “There is naught to 
be gained by accosting external opponent, save our 
own immediate demise.”   
 
“What did you say about my momma?” 
 
House and occupants were again engulfed in a 
malevolent blast of wolfish wind.  The foundation 
shook, the frame rattled and lo to the astonishment 
of the piglets and encroaching scoundrel alike, stood 
 the third pig's lodging undaunted.  (Good news for 
the pig fans). 
 
Aghast and dismayed, pig two queried of pig three 
"How does this against such relentless and torrential 
onslaught, does this domicile endure?”  Pig three 
puffed out chest, tapped a hoof to the hearth and 
responded -”It's American made” 
 

For the Record… 

Julianna Wydeville of Middleham Castle received her 

Gules Claymore for Service during the opening court 

of the Selviergard Spring Pas d'Armes.  

[ May 20, 2012 ] 
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